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PAPER

A Novel ATPG Method for Capture Power Reduction during Scan
Testing

Xiaoqing WEN†a), Seiji KAJIHARA†, Kohei MIYASE†, Members, Tatsuya SUZUKI†∗, Kewal K. SALUJA††,
Laung-Terng WANG†††, Nonmembers, and Kozo KINOSHITA††††, Fellow

SUMMARY High power dissipation can occur when the response to a
test vector is captured by flip-flops in scan testing, resulting in excessive IR
drop, which may cause significant capture-induced yield loss in the DSM
era. This paper addresses this serious problem with a novel test genera-
tion method, featuring a unique algorithm that deterministically generates
test cubes not only for fault detection but also for capture power reduc-
tion. Compared with previous methods that passively conduct X-filling for
unspecified bits in test cubes generated only for fault detection, the new
method achieves more capture power reduction with less test set inflation.
Experimental results show its effectiveness.
key words: scan testing, capture power, X-bit, IR-drop

1. Introduction

Scan testing, which is based on full-scan design and com-
binational automatic test pattern generation (ATPG), is the
most widely adopted test scheme for digital integrated cir-
cuits. Due to its simplicity and efficiency, scan testing will
remain dispensable in the deep submicron (DSM) era.

In a full-scan sequential circuit, all functional flip-
flops (F/Fs) are replaced with scan F/Fs that operate in two
modes: shift and capture. In shift mode, scan F/Fs form
one or more scan chains directly accessible from a tester.
This mode is used to load a test vector through shift-in or
obtain a test response through shift-out, for the combina-
tional portion of the sequential circuit. In capture mode,
scan F/Fs operate as functional F/Fs and the response of the
combinational portion for a test vector is loaded into them.
Therefore, the task of testing a full-scan sequential circuit is
reduced to that of testing its combinational portion, in that
now it is sufficient to generate test vectors only for the com-
binational portion with combinational ATPG [1].

However, the applicability of scan testing is being
severely challenged recently by the following four prob-
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lems: (1) test data volume, (2) test application time, (3) test
heat, and (4) test-related yield loss.

The problems of test data volume and test application
time are caused by larger gate and F/F counts, longer scan
chains, and the use of complex fault models, such as transi-
tion and path delay fault models. Many methods have been
proposed to address these problems, using such approaches
as test compaction, test compression-decompression, multi-
capture test clocking, etc. [2].

The problem of test heat is caused by the accumulative
impact of power dissipation in shift mode during scan test-
ing [3]. This is because shifting a test vector or the response
to a test vector through all scan chains needs a large num-
ber of consecutive clock pulses, depending on the maximum
scan chain length. Accumulatively, shift power dissipation
can cause excessive test heat, which may permanently dam-
age the circuit under test or lower its reliability due to accel-
erated electromigration.

Many methods have been proposed to tackle the test
heat problem through shift power reduction [4], and they are
based on four major approaches: scheduling, test vector ma-
nipulation, circuit modification, and scan chain modifica-
tion. Test scheduling considers the power budget in select-
ing modules to be tested simultaneously. Test vector manip-
ulation includes low-power ATPG, static compaction, test
vector modification, test vector reordering, test vector com-
pression, and coding. Circuit modification includes transi-
tion blocking, clock gating, and multi-duty scan. Scan chain
modification includes scan chain reordering, scan chain par-
titioning, and scan chain modification.

The problem of test-related yield loss is caused by such
factors as wrong test set-up, excessive test power, over-test,
etc. In the past, errors in the test set-up (test programs, auto-
matic test equipment (ATE), and peripheral circuitry) were
the major reason for yield loss during testing. Recently, ex-
cessive test power dissipation in scan testing has emerged
as a significant yield-killer [5]. The reason is that severe IR
drop may occur due to excessive test power dissipation when
a clock pulse is applied in shift or capture mode, causing di-
rect F/F malfunction and/or increasing circuit delay. This
leads to faulted values in F/Fs, resulting in test-related yield
loss on top of process-related yield loss.

In this paper, we focus on how to reduce test-related
yield loss caused by excessive test power dissipation. The
reason is that this problem is worsening rapidly, especially
for large-scale, high-speed, and low-power DSM circuits.
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Obviously, since IR drop may occur whenever an ex-
cessively large number of F/Fs change their output values
simultaneously during scan testing, it is necessary to reduce
test power dissipation in both shift and capture modes in or-
der to reduce test-related yield loss. The current status of
research on shift power reduction and capture power reduc-
tion is briefly summarized bellow:

Shift Power Reduction
Many methods [4] have been proposed for reducing test

power dissipation in shift mode. Most of them are initially
targeted for reducing average shift power but they usually
can reduce peak shift power as well, making these methods
also effective for reducing shift-induced yield loss. For ex-
ample, the MD-Scan method [5] uses different phases in the
same shift cycle for different clock domains to dramatically
reduce the number of simultaneously switching F/Fs in shift
mode. Note that this method is independent of test vectors,
allowing test vectors to be manipulated for achieving other
goals, such as capture power reduction. �

Capture Power Reduction
Compared with shift power reduction, capture power

reduction is a less researched yet more challenging area. Al-
though capture power may not cause excessive test heat dis-
sipation, IR drop due to capture power is becoming a serious
problem. This is because the capture operation is directly
related to such critical issues as circuit timing and ATPG
complexity, which, if not properly handled, could render a
solution for capture power reduction impractical.

Different from shift power reduction, capture power re-
duction usually relies on test vector manipulation. Most of
previous methods are based on X-filling [6]–[8], i.e. prop-
erly assigning 0’s and 1’s to all unspecified bits (X-bits) in
a test cube so as to reduce the capture power dissipation
of the resulting fully-specified test vector. However, these
methods all suffer from the problem that the specified bits in
a test cube are usually determined only for fault detection,
with capture power reduction being totally neglected.

There are two approaches to test cube generation: In
the in-ATPG approach, logic values for some inputs of a
circuit are determined only for the purpose of detecting a
target fault, and the result is usually a test cube since not
all inputs need to be assigned with logic values [1]. There
is also a test generation method [9] that takes test power re-
duction into consideration, but it lacks generality in that one
fault needs to be detected by a pair of input vectors based
on a special clock-disabling low power design. In the post-
ATPG approach, a fully-specified test vector or test set is
given, and some bits are changed to X-bits if doing so does
not affect fault coverage [7], [10]. Here again, capture power
reduction is not considered in such X-bit identification. �

Obviously, the specified bits in a test cube generated
by the above methods are not necessarily good for capture
power reduction although they can detect some faults. As
a result, the overall capture power reduction effect may be

unsatisfactory since X-filling can only reduce capture power
related to the unspecified bits in a test cube.

In this paper, we propose a novel concept, called
capture-aware (CA) test cube generation, for deterministi-
cally generating test cubes not only for fault detection but
also for capture power reduction. The key idea is that, a
target fault can usually be detected by many test cubes, and
some of them can reduce capture power at the same time. In
order to generate such a test cube, a unique PODEM-based
algorithm is proposed by using capture conflict based back-
track to take capture power reduction into consideration and
by using implication stack restoration to guarantee fault de-
tection. Obviously, further conducing X-filling on test cubes
generated in this way results in better performance for over-
all capture power reduction.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2
describes the research background. Section 3 presents a new
ATPG method for capture power reduction based on CA test
cube generation and X-filling. Section 4 shows experimental
results, and Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2. Background

2.1 Capture Power Problem

Figure 1 shows a general full-scan circuit with one scan
chain for the sake of clarity. v is a test vector or a test cube.
The combinational portion implements logic function F, and
its functional response to v is F(v). The PI and PPI bits in v
as well as PO and PPO bits in F(v) are denoted by 〈v : PI〉,
〈v : PPI〉, 〈F(v) : PO〉, and 〈F(v) : PPO〉, respectively.

Note that test power is best estimated by power anal-
ysis, but this approach is time-consuming and layout infor-
mation may not be available. For this reason, we use a tran-
sition count metric for test power estimation in this paper.

Definition 1: If bit a in 〈v : PPI〉 and its corresponding bit
b in 〈F(v) : PPO〉 have opposite logic values at a scan F/F
in Fig. 1, a capture transition is said to occur at the output
of the scan F/F in capture mode during scan testing. The
number of capture transitions for v is denoted by CT (v).

Obviously, if v is a fully-specified test vector, CT (v) =
|〈v : PPI〉 ⊕ 〈F(v) : PPO〉|. It has been demonstrated that
CT (v) is closely correlated with the level of switching ac-
tivity caused by the test vector v [7]. If CT (v) is too large,
excessive switching activity will occur when 〈F(v) : PPO〉

Fig. 1 A general full-scan circuit.
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is captured into the scan F/Fs, resulting in IR drop and con-
sequently, capture-induced yield loss [5], [8], [11].

In order to reduce capture-induced yield loss, a test
vector v should have low switching activity in capture mode.
This can be achieved by making sure that CT (v) is under a
pre-set limit. Therefore, the LCP (Low Capture Power) test
generation problem can be formalized as follows:

LCP Test Generation Problem: Generate a test vector
v for a full-scan circuit, such that CT (v) < c limit, where
c limit is a pre-set capture transition limit.

2.2 Previous Methods

Most of previous LCP test generation methods are based on
X-filling techniques [7], [8], i.e. properly assigning 0’s and
1’s to all unspecified bits in a test cube v′ to reduce CT (v)
of the resulting fully-specified test vector v. However, the
specified bits in such a test cube are usually determined only
for fault detection, not for capture power reduction.

As shown in Fig. 2, the test cube is v′ =

〈a1, a2, a3,a4, a5〉 = 〈1,X, 1, 0, X〉 for detecting the fault f .
The specified bits in 〈v′ : PPI〉 are a3 = 1 and a4 = 0.
Obviously, this causes two capture transitions for a3/b2 and
a4/b3. X-filling the X-bit a5 with 1 can avoid a capture
transition for a5/b4 [7], [8]. However, such X-filling cannot
reduce capture transitions related to the specified bits, a3 and
a4.

2.3 Motivation

The example of Fig. 2 indicates that, X-filling only for un-
specified bits in a test cube may not be enough to achieve
a satisfactory effect in capture power reduction. In other
words, capture power reduction must also be considered
when determining specified bits in test cube generation.

Note that a target fault can often be detected by multi-
ple test cubes, and that some of them have fewer capture
transitions related to specified bits. In Fig. 2, for exam-
ple, suppose that the test cube v′′ = 〈a1, a2, a3, a4, a5〉 =
〈0, X, 0, 1, X〉 can also detect the fault f , and that the func-
tional response to v′′ is 〈b1, b2, b3, b4〉 = 〈1, 0, 1, 1〉. In this
case, specified bits in v′′ do not cause any capture transition.

Based on this observation, we propose a novel capture-
aware (CA) test cube generation algorithm to deterministi-
cally find such test cubes good for capture power reduction.

Fig. 2 Impact of specified bits in a test cube.

Then, a new method for LCP test generation can be built
by combining this algorithm with any X-filling technique
for overall capture power reduction. Note that in general
the LCP test generation problem may not always have a so-
lution. Nonetheless, the proposed method can effectively
reduce capture power.

3. New Method for LCP Test Generation

3.1 Overview

The new method for LCP test generation is based on a two-
pass flow as follows:

Pass-1: Conventional detection-oriented ATPG is used to
generate a compact test set T with satisfactory fault cover-
age.

Pass-2: Any high-capture-power (CT (v) ≥ c limit) test
vector v in T is identified and replaced with a new test vector
v′′ such that CT (v′′) < c limit, where c limit is a pre-set
limit.

Figure 3 shows the general flow of the new method for
LCP test generation. The initial test set T is generated by a
conventional detection-oriented ATPG procedure 1© in Pass-
1. In Pass-2, first, Ttar is obtained in 2© by selecting any vec-
tor v from T if CT (v) ≥ c limit. Then, for each vector v in
Ttar, a target fault list Ftar(v) is obtained in 3© such that no
fault coverage loss occurs if all faults in Ftar(v) are detected.
Following that, a capture-aware or CA test cube generation
procedure 4© is repeated to generate a new test cube v′ pro-
gressively to detect all faults in Ftar(v), with capture power
reduction being taken into consideration. After that, X-bits
in v′ are filled with a low capture power or LCP X-filling
procedure 5© such as the one proposed in [8], and a new
fully-specified test vector v′′ is obtained. Finally, a new test

Fig. 3 Flow of the new method for LCP test generation.
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set T ′ is obtained in 6© by replacing the original test vector
v in T with v′′. It should be noted that more than one test
vectors may be necessary in order to avoid fault coverage
loss. Obviously, T ′ has the same fault coverage as T does;
however, test vectors in T ′ have lower capture power.

The procedures 2© ∼ 4© in Fig. 3, which are marked in
gray, are unique to the new method for LCP test genera-
tion. The details of the procedures 2© ∼ 4© are presented in
Sects. 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, respectively.

3.2 Target Vector Selection

The target vector selection(T) procedure in Fig. 3 is used to
identify the set of high-capture-power test vectors from T ,
and these vectors are stored in Ttar. Its purpose is to avoid
wasting efforts in processing a test vector that already has
low capture power.

Target vector selection is best based on power analysis,
but this approach is time-consuming and layout information
may not be available at that stage. Therefore, in this paper,
we select a test vector v as a target vector if CT (v) ≥ c limit.
Generally, c limit can be set by taking the power budget of
a design into consideration or by using a heuristic approach
as mentioned in Sect. 4.

3.3 Target Fault Selection

After the set of high-capture-power test vectors Ttar is iden-
tified, low-capture-power test vectors need to be generated
to replace the test vectors in Ttar , one at a time. In order to
generate a new vector to replace a vector v in Ttar, it is neces-
sary to select a list of faults Ftar(v) to target so that no fault
coverage loss occurs. Generally, this target fault selection
should satisfy the following conditions:

(a)
⋃

v∈Ttar

Ftar(v) should contain all faults that are only de-

tected by test vectors in Ttar. This is to guarantee that no
fault coverage loss occurs.

(b) Ftar(v) should contain faults that are easier to be detected
with a test cube of low capture power.

(c) Ftar(v) should be made as small as possible.

The target fault selection(v) procedure in Fig. 3 is used
to obtain the target fault list Ftar(v) that satisfies the three
conditions. An example is shown in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4, the original test set is T = {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5}.
Suppose that v1, v4, and v5 are high-capture-power (HCP)
test vectors. That is, Ttar = {v1, v4, v5}. There are 12 faults
and the detection information obtained by fault simulation is
also shown in Fig. 4. Note that f11 and f12 are also detected
by v2 and v3, which are not in Ttar. That is, the set of faults
that are only detected by test vectors in Ttar is T A = { f1, f4 ∼
f10}. Obviously, no fault coverage loss will occur if all faults
in T A are detected by a set of new test vectors.

All faults in T A can be classified into two groups: A
vector-essential fault is detected by exactly one test vector

in Ttar and by no other test vector in T . All faults marked
in circles in Fig. 4 are vector-essential faults. On the other
hand, a set-essential fault is detected by multiple test vectors
in Ttar and by no other test vector in (T − Ttar). All faults
marked in squares in Fig. 4 are set-essential faults.

All vector-essential faults of v should be included in
Ftar(v). For example, f1 and f6 should be included in
Ftar(v1). On the other hand, a set-essential fault of v can
be included in Ftar(v) or in the target fault list of another
test vector that also detects the fault, without any fault cov-
erage loss. For example, f9 is a set-essential fault detected
by v1 and v4. That is, f9 can be included in either Ftar(v1)
or Ftar(v4).

The decision on whether to place a set-essential fault
of v into the current Ftar(v) is made by checking how the
easiness of detecting the faults in Ftar(v) with a test cube of
low capture power is affected by the decision. In order to
measure the easiness, we introduce a new heuristic concept
as follows:

Definition 2: Let fa and fb be two faults in a full-scan cir-
cuit. Denote the sets of PPIs that are structurally reachable
from fa and fb by RI(a) and RI(b), respectively. Denote the
sets of PPOs that are structurally reachable from fa and fb
by RO(a) and RO(b), respectively. The overlapping degree
between fa and fb, denoted by od( fa, fb), is defined as fol-
lows:

od( fa, fb) =
∑

i=a,b

|RI(a) ∩ RI(b)|
|RI(i)|

+
∑

i=a,b

|RO(a) ∩ RO(b)|
|RO(i)| (1)

As illustrated in Fig. 5, the larger the value of od( fa, fb),
the more fa and fb overlap at PPIs and PPOs. This indicates
that it may be difficult to reduce capture transitions when
generating a test cube to detect both fa and fb.

Suppose that a set-essential fault f is detected by a
test vector v whose current target fault list is Ftar(v) =
{ fn1, fn2, . . . , fnp}, where f � Ftar(v). We first calculate
od( f , fn1), od( f , fn2), . . . , and od( f , fnp), and then obtain the
average overlapping degree as follows:

aod( f , Ftar(v)) =
∑

i=1,2,...,p

od( f , fni)/ |Ftar(v)| (2)

Fig. 4 Example of target fault selection.
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Fig. 5 Concept of overlapping degree.

Now, in order to decide where to place a set-essential
fault f that is detected by test vectors vm1, vm2, . . . , and
vms, we calculate aod( f , Ftar(vm1)), aod( f , Ftar(vm2)), . . . ,
and aod( f ,Ftar(vms)), and place f into the target fault list
of the test vector that has the lowest average overlapping
degree.

In Fig. 4, for example, at the time when we need
to determine where to place the set-essential fault f9 (de-
tected by v1 and v4), Ftar(v1) and Ftar(v4) are { f1, f6} and
{ f4, f7, f8}, respectively. Suppose that aod( f9, Ftar(v1)) <
aod( f9, Ftar(v4)). In this case, f9 is placed into Ftar(v1). The
final result of target fault selection is also shown in Fig. 4.

3.4 Capture-Aware Test Cube Generation

After the target fault list Ftar(v) is properly obtained for a
high-capture-power test vector v, the next step is to gen-
erate a low-capture-power test cube to detect all faults in
Ftar(v). The capture-aware or CA test cube generation pro-
cedure, CA test cube generation(f) in Fig. 3, is used for this
purpose. Its general flow is shown in Fig. 6.

Generally, CA test cube generation(f) is based on PO-
DEM [12] and has a few enhancements marked in gray.
These enhancements are based on two new concepts, cap-
ture conflict and restoration implication stack, that allow
CA test cube generation(f) to generate a test cube to detect
fault f , and at the same time to reduce the number of capture
transitions w.r.t. the specified bits in the test cube as much
as possible. The details are as follows:

In a conventional PODEM-based test generation pro-
cedure, backtrack occurs only when X-path-checking finds
a detection conflict, or D-conflict in short, that there is no
path containing undetermined values between the gates of
D-frontiers and any PO or PPO in order to be able to com-
plete a sensitized path for fault detection [12].

In CA test cube generation(f), we introduce a new
backtrack condition, called capture conflict, or C-conflict in
short, that a PPI and its corresponding PPO have opposite
logic values, indicating a capture transition at a scan F/F.
If there are n scan F/Fs, there are n C-conflicts, donated by
C1,C2, . . . ,Cn, as shown in Fig. 7, where Ci is the C-conflict
at the PPI and PPO lines for the i-th scan F/F. In comparison,
there is only one D-conflict for any failed X-path-check.

C-conflicts are checked in CA test cube generation(f)
in the order of their impacts on capture power. A simple
heuristic to assess the impact of the C-conflict Ci is to count
the number of gates in the combinational portion that are
reachable from the output of the i-th scan F/F.

Fig. 6 General flow of CA test cube generation(f).

Fig. 7 C-conflicts.

CA test cube generation(f) backtracks in 6© when ei-
ther a D-conflict in 1© or a C-conflict in 2© is found. How-
ever, a D-conflict and a C-conflict are fundamentally dif-
ferent for the following reasons: If the search space is ex-
hausted only because of D-conflicts, test generation really
fails. However, if at least one C-conflict occurs before the
search space is exhausted, test generation may be made suc-
cessful if the C-conflict is ignored. A test cube generated
by ignoring a C-conflict can still detect the target fault, but
cannot avoid a capture transition at the corresponding scan
F/F.

Obviously, it is beneficial to check for C-conflicts to re-
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duce capture transitions but it is also necessary to prevent a
C-conflict from blocking the generation of a test cube for de-
tecting the target fault. Therefore, we introduce two types of
implication stack: A primary implication stack is similar to
what is used in a conventional PODEM-based ATPG proce-
dure and it is used for managing the search space. A restora-
tion implication stack is a copy of the primary implication
stack obtained when a C-conflict is found. Since multiple
C-conflicts may occur, there may exist multiple restoration
implication stacks. These stacks are placed in a restoration
implication stack list.

When the primary implication stack is exhausted in 4©,
one checks if the restoration implication stack list is empty
in 7©. A non-empty list means that at least one C-conflict
occurred, contributing to the failing of the current test gen-
eration pass. In this case, the top or latest stack S in the
restoration implication stack list is removed from the list and
restored as the primary implication stack in 8©. In addition,
the C-conflict corresponding to the stack S is suppressed
from further C-conflict checking in 9©. Then, test genera-
tion is resumed. This way, a test cube, which detects the
target fault and at the same time reduces the number of cap-
ture transitions as much as possible, can be generated.

Fig. 8 Example of capture-aware test cube generation.

An example of conducting test cube generation by
CA test cube generation(f) is shown in Fig. 8, where A
through G are PPI lines. Suppose that backtrace() deter-
mines logic values for these lines during test cube genera-
tion in the search order of A to G. In addition, denote the
primary implication stack by PS .

As shown in Fig. 8 (a), when PS = 〈A : 0, B : 1,C : 0〉,
the D-conflict occurs, which is indicated by D. Backtrack-
ing brings logic 1 to C, and backtrace() further determines
logic 0 for D. When PS = 〈A : 0, B : 1,C : 1,D : 0〉,
C-conflict C1 occurs. In this case, a copy of PS , denoted
by C1, is placed into the restoration implication stack list.
Backtracking brings logic 1 to D. Similarly, when PS =
〈A : 0, B : 1,C : 1,D : 1, E : 0〉, C-conflict C2 occurs, and
a copy of PS , denoted by C2, is placed into the restoration
implication stack list. At the end, PS is exhausted due to a
few more occurrences of the D-conflict.

In Fig. 8 (b), the top stack (C2) in the restoration impli-
cation stack list, is restored as the primary implication stack,
and test generation is resumed with C-conflict C2 being sup-
pressed. The resulting test cube is 〈A, B,C,D, E, F,G〉 =
〈0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, X〉, which detects the target fault and avoids
a capture transition corresponding to C1.

4. Experimental Results

The new method for LCP test generation, whose flow is
shown in Fig. 3, was implemented and experiments were
conducted on ISCAS’89 circuits [13]. We used compacted
test sets [14] generated for single stuck-at faults as initial test
sets. When those test sets were generated, test power reduc-
tion was not considered. An initial test set can detect all
detectable faults. Note that the proposed method causes no
fault coverage loss. The results are summarized in Table 1.

If c limit is higher than the maximum number of cap-
ture transitions of original test vectors, no test vectors will
be selected as the target vector described in Sect. 3.2. As a
result, capture-aware test cube generation will not be per-
formed at all. On the other hand, if c limit is lower than
the minimum number of capture transitions of original test
vectors, all test vectors will be selected. This means that

Table 1 Results of LCP test generation.
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capture-aware test cube generation will be performed for
all test vectors. In this case, target fault selection becomes
meaningless. As a result, the effective capture power re-
duction cannot be achieved. Therefore, in the experiments,
c limit was set as 50 % of the maximum number of capture
transitions of original test vectors.

On average, the maximum number of capture transi-
tions was reduced by 32.1%, much higher than the 21.6%
obtained by X-filling only [8], at the cost of 7.1% increase
in the number of test vectors, due to the fact that multiple
new test vectors might be generated to detect all target faults
in Ftar(v) for v. Using the original detection order will solve
this issue, and its implementation is currently being con-
ducted.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposed a novel algorithm for test cube gener-
ation not only for fault detection but also for capture power
reduction, by introducing the concepts of capture conflict
and implication stack restoration into ATPG. This algo-
rithm, together with low-capture-power X-filling, leads to
more effective reduction of capture-induced yield loss.

More evaluations are being planned to assess the effect
of the proposed method directly through power analysis.
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